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Abstract

This paper discusses the implication of text-level structure for text-based information processing systems. In
this paper, text-level structure of research papers is described with a set of typical functional components of
research papers such as, background, purpose, methods, etc. and their order in a text. In order to suggest
various applications, the experiments of retrieval and passage extraction were conducted using a manually
structure-tagged fulltext database of research papers. As a result, we show that searching full -length texts
using text-level structure achieved higher precision, compared to the searching without it. The paper also
shows examples of extracted passages and suggests the application of text-level structure for text-based
information systems, including passage extraction, browsing, and navigation within/across texts.

1 Introduction

Text is not a mere collection of sentences, but is the set of concepts carefully constructed by the author in order
to convey the message effectively. Each sentence in a text is interpreted in relation to the other sentences in the
text. Although current information retrieval systems are usually focused on terms or sentence-level structures,
the text- level phenomena such as, global structure of the text, relation among the passages within a text,
anaphoric references, etc. and characteristic aspects of the text type should be considered in the design of text-
based information processing systems.

The phenomena within units larger than a sentence have been investigated in discourse linguistics and
text linguistics. Among the various approaches to text-level structure, this paper focuses on the typical structure
of the genre or the text type. It is known that each text type has a typical structure. Many researchers have shown
that the research papers and their abstracts possess a highly typical structure [1-5]. Such a typical structure can
be described with a set of typical components of the text type and their order in a text[2]. “Background” ,
“ reference to the previous research” , “purpose”, “methods” , “ results” , “discussion” , and “conclusion”  are
examples of typical components of the text type of research papers. The set of such components is somewhat
predictable in each text type. It is sometimes mentioned as the functional structure of the text since each
component often represents the function or role that each part of the text plays in the text. It is a natural structure
of informational content of the text which is famili ar with the people who use the text type to communicate as a
kind of social convention, therefore it is expected to be usable by users in a search process [6].

Text-level structure of research papers has been applied to various areas such as: indexing [7], automatic
abstracting [8-11], reference interviews [12-13], text retrieval [4,6,14], browsing in a text [15], message
understanding, and the design of user interfaces in electronic journals [16-18]. My colleagues and I have
conducted a series of analyses on text-level structures of several kinds of texts (or more precisely, information
objects), for example, we have delineated the typical structure of Japanese research papers [19-20], English and
Japanese newspaper articles [21-23], Nursing records [24], pictures and videotapes of TV news [25], conducted
automatic detection of the structure [26-28], and suggested various applications [24].

For the application for information retrieval, a search using text-level structure is expected to be more
effective than one that does not. This improvement is not only by detecting the central theme in a text, but also
by distinguishing the role or function each concept plays in the text or the relationship among them [4,7].

In addition to this, text-level structure of research papers is suggested as a model of the scientific research
process [17], and a suitable frame for interacting with a user on the matter of the user’s situation in the research
process [6]. Some of the typical components of research papers also consist of a part of the criteria of judging
relevance or appropriateness of retrieved documents to users’ tasks or problems [29-30]. Users’ situations,
problems or tasks are integral components to information needs [31-32]. The situation of each user is more
complex than the text-level structure represents, but this can be a small step towards deriving factors that may
relate to it from texts, and incorporating these factors to information systems.
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Moreover, users’ situations cans be changed dynamically during the interaction with information systems
[33-34]. Text-level structure enables a more flexible interaction by providing various ways of displaying,
browsing, or navigating within/among the texts through links other than topical or semantic relationships or
logical structure of document style. It may facilit ate users to obtain insight into the content of databases through
interaction.

1.1 Research Goals

Based on previous research, in order to suggest various applications of text-level structure, this paper
experiments on a pilot system of fulltext database of Japanese research papers using text-level structure,
including full -length text retrieval in both with ranked-output and without it, passage extraction, and comparison
of extracted passages. The paper also discusses the implication of text-level structure analysis in text-based
information processing systems.

Passage retrieval is convenient for users who wish to obtain just a passage immediately relevant to their
needs, rather than the long text which includes it. It is also reported to improve both precision and recall [35].
But a passage is not an independent entity like a whole text. It should be interpreted and examined for validity in
relation to the rest of the text. Text-level structure can be used to describe the relations among the passages
within the text.

Readers examine the texts or passages, then compare and integrate their contents. Based on this, readers
do information works like writing papers, decision making, problem solving, etc. Comparison of texts or
passages may lead to the discovery of a new relationship among them [36]. This paper is especially interested in
the application which may support human information works by comparing extracted passages from different
texts.

Comparison or summarization of multiple texts based on a knowledge based system [37] or using
message understanding technique [38] are reported. However, the applications suggested here are based on
“ light”  text processing which keeps the text in its original form and facilit ates users’ strategic or analytical
reading or searching of texts by providing flexible ways of display and navigation by text-level structure.
Moreover, satisfactory performance of the knowledge based approach can only be obtained when the domain is
restricted to a narrow subject area. The approach of this paper is limited to the genre of research papers but no
restriction on subject area is pre-supposed.

The next section describes the methods of analyzing the text-level structure, and section 3 describes the
methods and results of experiments. Section 4 discusses the implication of text-level structure for text-based
information processing systems and suggests future studies.

2 Analysis of Text-Level Structure of Research Papers

Text-level structure, as discussed above, is analyzed using a set of analytical categories which represent the
typical components of the text type. The structure of each text is described by occurrence of categories and their
order in the text.

2.1 The Categories : Typical Components of Research Papers

The set of Categories is presented in Figure 1. It was prepared through content analysis of 40 writing manuals
and 127 Japanese research papers selected from four disciplines of medicine, physics, economics, Japanese
literature, and interviews with researchers [19-20]. It has been modified through applying to samples from other
disciplines [26-27,39-41] and the inter-coder consistency tests [41]. Each Category represents the role or
function that the part of text plays in the text, the relationship between a part of text and the whole text, and
between parts in the text and other parts in other text.

They are arranged hierarchically. The most specific level of Categories are assigned to each sentence.
They can be translated into an upper level via hierarchy links when the overall structure of the text is studied.
The characteristics and definition of upper level Categories are inherited to specific ones through the hierarchy
links. This inheritance was also used in the rules for automatic detection of the Categories.

The Categories were assigned to all the sentences in the sample. That is, the informational content of
research papers from various disciplines is described with the same repertory of the Categories, which can be
used as a common framework for them. Text-level structure in each research paper was described with the
Category occurrence and order in it. It was more complex than the "IMRD", or “ Introduction, Methods, Results,
and Discussion”  organization, which is frequently mentioned as the structure of research papers in writing
manuals [42] and roughly reflected in the sectional headings of empirical research papers. But these patterns
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were eventually categorized and described by the combination of “basic patterns” , “sub-patterns” , repetition or
omission of “sub-patterns” , and “exception patterns” . The detailed list of the patterns and number of occurrences
in each level of Categories were reported [19-20].

A relatively small number of indicative clue phrases for each Category were revealed through the
analysis. These phrases and the patterns of Categories were used in the rules for automatic Category detection.

Text structure is one of the fundamental characteristics of informational contents of texts, and can be
applied to various processing methods such as: information retrieval, automatic abstracting, and information
extraction. However, manual assignment of the Categories is rather time-consuming and is a labour intensive
task, therefore making it impractical in operational settings. As a premise of application, automatic detection of
Categories is necessary.

2.2 Automatic Detection of the Categories

Feasibilit y of automatic Categories detection was revealed through feasibilit y studies [24,26-28]. Three kinds of
rules, i.e., (a) Indicative clue phrases, (b) Category order, and (c) Category scope, were used in these studies.
The rules using indicative clue phrases are essentially templates. They may include groups of indicative clues or
phrases, a Category of the previous sentence, and citations. The rules for Category scope identify the scope that a
Category continues in the text. These are mainly based on conjunctions and anaphoric expression.

Some rules provide stronger evidence than others, and each rule is assigned a weight. The score for
weighting is initially calculated as the probabilit y that the sentence falls into the specific Category when it is
matched to the premise of the rule in the training corpus, and has been adjusted during successive trials with it.

The results of these studies indicate the feasibilit y of automatic assignment of Categories using surface
level natural language processing. Based on this, the next section describes the results of the experiments using a
pilot system with structure tagged fulltext database, and suggests various applications for text-based information
processing systems.

3 Experiment

3.1 Database and Search Engine

The experimental fulltext database consisted of f ifty Japanese research papers on Viral Hepatitis type C, which
was one of the corpora used in automatic Categories detection [26]. They were selected systematically from an
operational large-scale medical bibliographic/abstract database with conditions of “published in 1991” ,
“containing the term ‘Viral Hepatitis type C’ or ‘non A non B Viral Hepatitis’” , “original papers” , and “written
in Japanese” . The fulltext of papers was  OCRed after gaining permission from the publishers.

Tags for the Categories, which represent the typical functional components of research papers that is
shown in Figure 1, and the components of logical structure of documents, i.e, <article>, <title>, <sec> for
section, <p> for paragraph, etc., were assigned manually. An example of database records is shown in Figure 2.

Tags represents the components of logical structure of documents, such as: <article> for the article as a
whole, <title> for title, <abs> for abstract, <body> for body of text, <sec> for section, <h1> for section
heading, <p> for paragraph, <s> for sentence, <cap> for caption for figure, and the Categories shown in
Figure 1 such as: <A11>, <A21>,<B21> and so on.

Figure 2. English Translation of an Example of the Experimental Fulltext

<article><title>Interferon Therapy of Non A Non B
Hepatitis</title>
<body><sec><h1>Introduction</h1>
<p><s><A11>It has been reported that interferon (IFN)
treatment declines the serum transaminase level and
improves the histological condition.</A11></s>
<s><A21>However there are some problems in the methods of
administration since many cases whose level of serum
transaminase increased after continuous administration of
IFN for four weeks were reported.</A21></s></p>
<p><s><A312>In order to discuss the more effective method
of IFN administration, The authors conducted the survey
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The search engine is OpenText 6 (OpenText Corp., Canada), which is a fast text searching system. In this
system, a database is seen as one long string and the queries are based on sistring, i.e. a semi-infinite string that
starts at that position and extends arbitrarily far to the right, or to the end of the text [43]. The part of text
enclosed by a beginning tag <tag> and an ending tag </tag>, which are specified in the data dictionary, is called
a region. It is a unit for a search and results set. “ Including”  and “within”  operations among regions are
available. With this engine, complex queries with structure relationship can be processed, for example, “any
articles in which the term ‘rat’ occurred in the Category of ‘ B21. Attribute of subject’ ” , or “any paragraphs in
which word ‘weight’ occurred in ‘C1. original evidence of the article’ in the articles retrieved by this query ”  ,
and so on.

The search with statistical ranked-output uses OpenText’s “RankMode Relevance1” , which “ ranks the
members of the returned set based on the term frequency, the document length, and the total number of all
words”  [44].

3.2 Experiments 1: Full-Length Text Searching

3.2.1 Procedure

The purpose of this experiment is to test the effectiveness of text-level structure in fulltext searching both with
statistical ranked-output and without it.

The searches without ranked-output were conducted with these strategies,  (a) without any specification
of Categories nor logical structure, (b) using components of logical document structure (title, abstracts, same
paragraph and same sentence, and title/caption of table/figure), and (c) using the Categories. In strategy (c), the
Categories were combined with higher level ones as shown in Figure 3. Strategy (a) is based on co-occurrence of
search terms in a text and the others are based on term occurrence in specific Categories/components in a text.

The searches with ranked-output were conducted with two strategies, i.e. (a) without any specification of
Categories nor logical structure and (b) ranking based on term occurrence in the Categories “B. validity and
Method”  and “C1. Evidences” , which were effective in searching without ranked-output, and ranking based on
combination of term occurrence in these Categories and the whole text.

Sixteen search topics were collected from medical researchers for the experiment. Nine topics were
omitted since the number of relevant documents for them was less than four or more than 25% of the entire
database. Search statements were constructed manually including synonyms.

3.2.2 Results

The results for the search without ranked-output were shown in Figure 3. In general, precision was increased
when Categories or components were specified. “A3. Research Topic” are the parts of the text in which usually
the central concepts of the texts, or purposes of research reported in the articles, are stated. Specifying this
Category increased precision acutely but the recall ratio dropped. “B. Methods and C1. Evidence” were effective
in increasing precision while keeping recall l evel. By specifying the second level Categories of “B1” ,“B2” ,
“B3” , “B4” , and “B5”  instead of  “B” ,  precision increased without significant decrease of recall.
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Figure 4: The Result of Full-Length Text Search with Statistical Ranked-output

The results of the search with statistical ranked-output were shown in Figure 4. Searches with Categories
“B.Methods”  and “C1.Evidence”, and those combinations with occurrence in the whole text were more effective
than those that did not use any Category. The effects of the Categories differed in each search topic.

A specific combination of one of the detailed Categories and each term in a query is expected to increase
the discrimination and precision of search because most of the concepts in the search topics are related to the
specific Categories under “B. Methods”  or “C1. Evidence”. For example, when a combination of term ¦
Categories is represented in parentheses, one of the search topics can be represented as “  (the difference in the
effect ¦ B41. Items measured or C1.Evidence) of (interferon therapy ¦ B31.Procedure of Intervention) of (viral
hepatitis type C ¦ B21. Attributes of Subjects) with (sex ¦ B21. Attributes of Subjects) ” . Selecting appropriate
Categories for each search term required expertise. Further investigation is needed on the automatic formulation
of the search statement from users’ input.

One of the medical researchers who provided search topics said,
“…I’ m interested in the papers on interferon therapy of Viral Hepatitis which uses Davis’ criteria
for evaluating the prognosis status, because I’ m currently writing a paper which uses this criteria,
so I’d like to know any other papers that use the same criteria and compare the results. ..”

 And he said,
“ ..... Before our project team had decided the criteria for prognosis evaluation, we collected the
papers on interferon therapy of Viral Hepatitis as much as we could, then scanned just the parts
of methods used for evaluating the prognosis. And if a candidate was found in a paper, we
examined whether the setting reported in the paper was appropriate for ours or not,”

This comment is an example of the relevance judgment and usage of texts, differing according to the
users situation. The Categories discussed here can be used both for searching texts stating a specific
measurement criteria like “prognosis evaluation criteria”, and displaying specific parts like “methods”  of
retrieved texts.

3.3 Experiments 2: Passage Extraction

The set of Categories can be used as a framework to extract passages with a specific role or function in a text. It
facilit ates analytical comparison of informational contents across texts and provides the possibilit y for users to
get insight about the content of databases, hence supporting users’ information work like decision making or
problem solving. Sentences with a specific Category or with a combination of Categories and terms can be
extracted from the retrieved set or the database. For example, comparison of passages described “methodology”
or “ term definition”  across the texts in the retrieved set is supposed to be effective in comparing each papers’
standpoints and trends among them.

The examples were shown in Appendix 1 and 2. In order to keep cohesion within each extracted passage,
the previous sentence was extracted together when the sentence to be extracted had a demonstrative pronoun or
indefinitive pronoun as the first words of sentences, next to the first word of conjunction, or when the previous
sentence was a topic sentence of the paragraph.
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3.3.1 Extract passage stating “ facts”

Appendix 1(a) showed the extracted passages which stated the difference in the effectiveness of interferon
therapy of VHC in age. Since the query asks facts about it, the sentences are extracted by matching the term in
query and in sentences with Category “C1. Evidence”. Thirteen sentences and five tables were extracted from
five papers. These were small enough to read through and easy to compare. Without using Categories, the
number of extracted sentences was much higher.

Extracted sentences from two papers said that there was no significant difference on effectiveness of
interferon therapy in age, while  the sentences from three other papers said that there were significant differences
in age. These results showed that this question had not been resolved yet at the time when the database was
constructed, and suggests that a detailed context of each passage included should be examined.

Appendix 1(b) showed that the extracted passages about “Hepatitis C  Virus(HCV) positive rate in blood
donors” . As a result, no sentences extracted from “C1. Evidence”. Six sentences and one table from five papers
were extracted from “C6. Secondary Evidence”. These were small enough to read through and indicated that the
HCV positive rate of Japanese blood donors was about 1-2%.

3.3.2 Extracted “ State-of-the-Art”  Sentences

Appendix 2 shows examples of extracted passages with “A12. Review of relevant previous research”  and “A21.
Gap of knowledge” from the entire database. Total number of sentences in them was 143. These provide the
information about the state-of-the-art of VHC research. The extracted set of passages is an aggregation of small
reviews of state-of-art from the each author’ s point of view. The content might not have suff icient specificity for
specialists of this topic, but can be a good background overview for newcomers to the area or non-specialists.
Writing a review article demands a lot of time and expertise, but with the Categories, users can extract from a
database, passages which may be helpful to know the background situation. Moreover, a common tendency was
found in the documents cited in these extracted passages and their order. This suggested that each extracted
passage shares, to some extent, a common informational content with others.

These examples showed the possibilit y of an alternative way of fulltext database with the Categories;
extracting related passage across texts. It provides the possibilit y for users to examine the content of databases
and to find new relationships among them. But each extracted passage is not an independent entity and should be
interpreted and examined for its validity in the context of the original text. Browsing within the text, guided by
the links of Categories or logical structure, is available as described in the next section.

3.3.3 Browsing within a Text

To know the context of each extracted sentence; any unit of text, such as a paragraph, section , or specific
Categories related to each sentence, can be displayed using the relationships specified by tags. Browsing using
logical structure or Categories is available. For example, sentences with Categories “A312. Purpose”, “B1.
Research Design” , “B2. Subject” , “B3. Intervention” , “B4. Measurement” , and “B5. Statistical Analysis”  are
supposed to be essential parts in examining the validity of evidence reported in the text. This is also helpful for
relevance judgment of retrieved documents .

3.3.4 Other Application : Classification of references

The set of Categories can be used to classify the references cited in each research paper according to the
Category of each sentence which cites the reference. The total number of citations made in the experimental
databases were 703. Although most of them were cited in the sentences of the Categories “B6. Secondary
Evidence”(55.1%) or “A12. Relevant previous research”(27.1%), citation was also made in the sentences of
Categories like “B45. Measurement Criteria”, “B46. Reasons for selecting the data collection” , “A24. Interests
of Authors” , “B24. Reasons for selecting the subjects” , and “B31. Procedures of the Operations” .

The list of references cited in each paper is one of the important sources for users to identify the authors’
standpoints, and can be used as a search key for related documents. Distinguishing the context of each citation
by the Categories will be effective in both cases.
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4 Discussion

4.1 Implication of Text-Level Structure for Text-Based Information Processing
Systems

The size of the database is one of the fundamental factors we should consider in the effectiveness of information
retrieval. Since the size of the database used in this study was small , even though the records in it were
systematically selected from an operational large scale database, we can not derive concrete conclusion
regarding search effectiveness. However, the results of the experiments indicated some promising lines of
investigation relating to text-level structure.

Using text-level structure, a flexible way of display and interaction with the system, such as passage
extraction, browsing and navigation within/among texts, comparison of passages extracted across texts is
available. These are helpful for users to get insight into the content of database or retrieved records.

The Categories proposed by this series of research has possibilit y to enhance the interaction between the
user and the system by providing links other than topic and semantic or logical structural to the components
within the text or in other texts. For example, during the browsing a text, a user found that the particular passage
was interesting for him/her. A search of similar texts or passages can be conducted with a function of the search
engine, based on terms and Categories occurring in the passage. This makes a search process as a continuous
browsing and searching in a highly interactive setting.

Another possible application is the approach for analyzing text-level structure and the concepts of
Categories using elaborated templates. It is expected to be applicable to information extraction. Information
extraction is one of the fundamental and promising techniques for automatic abstracting, text summarization,
integration, question, and answering .

Some comments from the participant suggest the relationship between text-level structure and users’
situations in the research process. Further research is needed on this.

4.2 Further Studies

The next step of the studies will be experiments using a large scale database with users. To utili ze all the possible
search functions in an interactive setting, design of the graphical user interface is one of the crucial points. In the
process of developing the user interface, level of Categories used for search, unit of display, methods of query
formation using the Categories, and the way of exposure of the Categories to users, should be decided based on
users’ cognition and search effectiveness. An evaluation method for such a system also requires investigation.
Applicability for text other than Japanese also needs to be investigated.
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Appendix 1 : Comparison of Passages Extracted from Texts (English translation)

 (a) the difference in the effect of interferon (IFN) therapy with age

English translation of extracted passage from #1

Secondly, we studied factors in 10 patients whose s-GPT were normalized after Interferon treatment and in 4
whose s-GPT were not normalized among the 14 patients (10 with continuous administration and 4 with
intermittent administration)(Table 1). No significant difference was found between the two groups in terms of
sex, age, history of blood transfusion, general liver function tests or serum OD level for anti-HCV.

English translation of extracted passage from #2

Multivariate analysis of the factors influencing the normalization of aminotransferase with IFN therapy was
conducted. Table 5 presents the results of the studies on the parameters of age, sex pretreatment histology,
administration of IFN (continuous administration for 4 weeks, 6 weeks or more, continuous and intermittent,
intermittent). Significant differences were found in 5 of these factors. These were the total dosage of IFN, age
when the treatment started, administration of IFN, and pretreatment histology. The normalization ratio of GPT
by IFN was higher in the patients whose total IFN dosage was more than 400MU, whose age was less than 35,
with continuous and intermittent administration, whose pretreatment histology was CH2A, and who were
female.

English translation of extracted passage from #9

Next, we studied the patients who responded to IFN treatment and those who did not(Table 5). For the analysis
of relevant factors, no significant difference was found with regard to age, sex, or pretreatment level of GPT but
the number of patients with CAH2B was significantly larger among those who did not respond than those who
did.

English translation of extracted passage from #27

3. Analysis of the patient factors in those who responded after 6 month-intermittent administration of IFN and
those who did not(Table 1)

The age of those who responded was significantly younger (p<0.01), 40.3±12.3 years versus 50.1±7.7
years for the nonresponders. The periods between blood transfusion and IFN treatment, and the duration of
hepatitis were significantly shorter for the responders (p<0.05), 66±112.3 months and 24±33.2 months,
respectively, versus 218.9±152.4 and 62.8±37 months for the nonresponders

English translation of extracted passage from #43

1. Univariate analysis between the groups(table 2)

The ages of the responders ranged from 22 to 28, 42±14.5 years old on average, i.e. significantly younger
than the nonresponders who were from 51 to 67, 58.1±5.7 years old on average(p<0.01).

Among the patients who were anti-HCV positive, significant differences were found between those who
responded to the treatment and those who did not in terms of age, pretreatment 2-5 AS activity, maximum 2-5AS
activity, and serum GPT level.

We conducted multivariate discriminate analysis using 5 variables including age, pretreatment 2-5 AS
activity, maximum 2-5 AS activity, and the increment ratio of 2-5 AS. Significant differences were found
between the responders and nonresponders in the latter., Furthermore, the serum GPT level tended to be lower in
the responders. The discriminate function was; y = - 2.51 x 10-1 (age) + 6.7 x 10-3 (pretreatment 2-5 AS activity) -
2.1 x 10-2 (2-5 AS activity) + 6.2 x 10-2 (increment ratio of 2-5 AS) - 2.7 x 10-2 (GPT) + 1.583.

 (b) anti-HCV positive rate

English translation of extracted passage from #10

It has been reported that the anti-HCV positive rate in Japanese is 1.1% to 1.2% based on surveys of blood
donors[KATA90a].
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English translation of extracted passage from #18

It has also been reported that the ratio of anti-HCV carriers among blood donors in Japan is about 1%, which is
almost the same or slightly less than the 1% of anti-HBV carriers and is consistent with the ratio of anti-HCV
carriers in blood donors in Yamagata prefecture being 1%[TSUC90].

English translation of extracted passage from #19

The anti-HCV positive rate in blood donors at the Japan Red Cross Blood Center has been reported [NISH89].
That of chronic dialysis patients is markedly elevated in comparison. As shown in Table 4, the anti-HCV
positive rate in the U.S. and other European countries ranges from 0.2% to 1.4% while that one in Germany is
slightly lower than the others.

English translation of extracted passage from #33

The anti-HCV positive rate in patients with a history of blood transfusion was as high as 28% and even among
those with no such history, the rate was 6.7%, markedly higher than the rate of ordinary blood donors[SHIK91].

English translation of extracted passage from #38

It has been reported that the anti-HCV positive rate in blood donors is 1-2 % and that viral hepatitis C is caused
by the blood transfusion of anti-HCV positive blood[KHOO89][KATA90b].

The results in the original language (Japanese) is shown in Appendix 1’.

Appendix 2 : Examples of Extracted “ State-of-Art”  Sentences (English translation)

 [English Translation of Extracted Passages from #9]

It has been revealed that the majority of cases diagnosed as non A non B hepatitis are anti-HCV positive by
using the hepatitis C virus antibody (hereafter, anti-HCV antibody) which was developed by Ortho, Co. based on
Chiron Co.’s recombinant C-100 clone. However, this antibody assay kit has certain problems, such as, (1) its
reproducibilit y.  (2) data reliabilit y when the OD level is higher than 2.0 with the EIA method.  Thus, the
correlation with the anti-HCV level can not be examined when the OD level is higher than 2.0.

[English Translation of Extracted Passages from #17]

Since discovery of the hepatitis C virus, the diagnosis of hepatitis C can be made based on C-100 antibody
[CHOO89] [KUHG89], and the findings of hepatitis C have thus increased remarkably  [MIYA89] [ESTE89]
[POEL89].  Furthermore, hepatitis C virus RNA (HCV RNA) can be detected by the polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) [WEIN90] [HAYA90] [KANE90].

[English Translation of Extracted Passages from #26]

Although it has been said that more than 90% of cases with post blood transfusion hepatitis are caused by non A
non B viral hepatitis, its nature was only recently elucidated. A research group at Chiron, Co., in the U.S.,
analyzed cDNA separated from the serum of chimpanzees infected with NANB virus, using a genetic
engineering technique and revealed it to be from the genome of the hepatitis C virus (HCV). Furthermore, Kuo
et al. [KHOG89] developed an assay system based on the protein which was prepared by fermenting a part of the
cDNA..

For acute non A non B hepatitis, it has been demonstrated that anti-HCV is not detectable in the very
early stage of the disease but rather can be detected after 3-6 months. i.e. this assay was found to be inadequate
for diagnosis at the beginning of the disease course of acute hepatitis.

[English Translation of Extracted Passages from #8]

Since Prince et al.[PRIN74] proposed the existence of non A non B type hepatitis after blood transfusion,
etiologic and clinical aspects of the disease have been studied. However the investigations of the virus have not
yet succeeded.  Recently, an essential investigation was successfully carried out by a research group at Chiron,
Co., in the U.S. Choo et al.[CHOO89] analyzed cDNA which had been separated from serum of the
chimpanzees infected with NANB virus, using a genetic engineering technique, revealing the DNA to be from
the genome of the hepatitis NANB virus (hepatitis C virus, HCV).  Furthermore, Kuo et al.[KHOG89] detected
viral antibodies fin serum of patients using C100-3, which was prepared utilizing fermented cDNA with yeast.
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The results in the original language (Japanese) is shown in Appendix 2’.

Appendix 1’: Comparison of Passages Extracted from Texts (Original)

 (a) the difference in the effect of interferon (IFN) therapy with age (in Japanese)

(b) anti-HCV positive rate (in Japanese)

In [dd-pp-ss(cat)], dd represents the document number, pp represents the paragraph number in a document,
ss represents the sentence number in the paragraph, and cat represents the Categories assigned to the
sentence.
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Appendix 2’: Examples of Extracted “ State-of-Art”  Sentences (Original)

(in Japanese)

In [dd-pp-ss(cat)], dd represents the document number, pp represents the paragraph number in a document,
ss represents the sentence number in the paragraph, and cat represents the Categories assigned to the
sentence.


